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Residency Theme & Intent

It is more important than ever to understand and act with intentionality 
and purpose, highlighting our different voices while bringing other 
marginalized communities with us. 

Inclusion is one of our core values - we will make space for people to 
show up as they are, amplify their voices and highlight the many 
cultures of our community along with our strength and determination.

We will stand together and show the world that we are here and will 
not be silenced.

We will also give space to youth to show their true colors and 
acknowledge they are our future and they matter. Lastly, we will 
celebrate our community and support each other as we always have. 

The description of our theme Elevate and Amplify captures the intention behind this year’s 
festival and is emblematic of our desire for the Residency.



Call for Artist

Twin Cities Pride desires to use the visibility and platform we have as an LGBTQ+ 
organization to Elevate the work and voice of local LGBTQ+ and BIPOC artist and 
culture bearers and Amplify their exposure in the community.

As such we are issuing a call for 4-6 artist/culture bearers who support the mission 
and vision to become Artist in Residence with Twin Cities Pride for one year. 

Mission of Twin Cities Pride:

Twin Cities Pride seeks to empower every LGBTQ+ person to live as 
their true self and to create a future where all LGBTQ+ people are valued 
and celebrated for who they are.



Program Advisors & Sponsors

Advising Sponsor Contributing Sponsors



Eligibility & Selection Process

Open to permanent residents of Minnesota. 

Priority will be given to BIPOC artists and culture bearers (Black, Indigenous and People of Color).  
Priority will be given to LGBTQ+ artists and culture bearers (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 
Queer and/or Questioning, Intersex, Asexual, Two-Spirit)

Applications are reviewed by an external committee of artists, academics, curators, and non-profit 
professionals. 

Selection Criteria:

● The artistic merit of submitted work.
● The alignment of the application with organizational mission and values.
● Applicant's desire to be part of a community.
● Applicant’s ability to work safely and independently in the studio and building a diverse cohort 

of makers.



Benefits to the Artist

● Complimentary booth space during the 2023 Pride Festival on June 23-25 to exhibit, sell and 
promote artist work. 

● Opportunities to work with MN regional Pride events (Duluth, Rochester, St.Cloud, Golden 
Valley, Bloomington)

● Featured Artist highlight and program coverage.
● Social media / website coverage of the artist and program events year round.
● Sale of art on TC Pride Website 
● Artist Open House & Art Shows at various venues.
● Artist Exhibit space at Mall of America during the month of June and other exhibits. 
● Artist Exhibit space at breweries and coffee shops including Dunn Brothers Loring Park.
● Artist talks and showcase at the Artistry & Bloomington Center for the Arts.
● Exposure to Art Directors looking for LGBTQ+ and BIPOC Artist for art programs.
● Opportunities for Community Commissions and Murals. 
● Scheduled access to Twin Cities Pride Office \ Conference Room Space.



Expectations of the Artist

● Participate in the 2023 Twin Cities Pride Festival 
● Create a Photo Booth background for the June Festival with supplied materials and stipend
● Be a TC Pride Brand Ambassador representing the Program to the Community
● Participate in a minimum of three community outreach oriented events 

○ Lead youth or community focused workshops based on artist discipline
● Participate in media interviews and social media posts
● Participate in regional pride festivals throughout the state. 
● Participate in one organizational fundraiser 
● Participate in artist talks, group meetings, studio visits, critiques, and exhibitions.
● Participate in the Artist in Residence committee (4 meetings) to help develop the program
● Be part of the 2024 Artist in Residence selection committee 



Large Scale 
Art Activations

2023 Elevate and Amplify



Interactive Art Activation   

Before I Die… 

- Artist Candy Chang

I am…
- Self Identify

Pow wow / Indigenous Dance

Art Projects
- keychain flag colors

Large Scale Interactive Art Activations
Minneapolis Sculpture Garden
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Artist can optionally submit a proposal for an Art Activations for a one-day only 
ephemeral public artwork/activation for the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden on June 
24th during the Pride Festival.



Before I Die I want to…. 
~ Candy Chang
a global art project that invites people to reflect on death and share their 
personal aspirations in public. Originally created by Candy Chang in New 
Orleans after the death of a loved one, there are now over 5,000 walls 
around the world.
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Before I Die walls



Before I Die…
Example expressions from previous walls

… make my mother proud of me

… come out to my family

… see my son overcome addiction

… overcome my fear of flying

… abandon all insecurities

… meet my neighbor

… see a just society

… be someone’s favorite

… forgive myself



Before I Die
The Spirit of the Project

We believe every community should have a Before I Die wall, so this concept is free for everyone to use. 

We hope you will follow a few simple guidelines:

Be free.

A Before I Die wall should be accessible for everyone.

Focus on communication, not persuasion.

Your Before I Die wall should be free of logos, slogans, website addresses, hashtags, etc—there’s already too much of this in the world. 

However, you are welcome to feature a sign next to your wall that includes a project description and credits, and this might be a good 

place to add your hashtags, handles, and internet stations. 

Please keep the word ‘die’ in Before I Die.

A key part of our mission is to remove the stigma of discussing death and to help inject conversations about mortality into a visual 

landscape that is preoccupied with instant gratification, youth, and distraction. When we become comfortable talking honestly and 

directly about death, we can help change the culture around it, from one that is full of death denial to one where we confront mortality in 

a way that compassionately prepares us as individuals and as a community.



I am…. 
Similar to the Before I Die activation a wall framed with I am… allowing 
members of the community to self identify.
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